
Assembling SC/R Rear Leaf 
Spring Wraps 



Use a hand file and lightly round the inside edges of the wrap – 
this will keep the sharp edge from digging into the paint on the 

spring edges 



Orient the wrap for correct assembly – here the front eyelet is at 
the right – install the (wider 4 leaf) wrap in this direction before 

doing any assembly 



The wrap must be “shoe-horned” around the leaf – spring it 
open a little by hand if needed.  Allow to free float for now – 

wrap painted spring in a towel or rag to keep from getting 
scratched 



Begin your spring assembly – making sure the leafs are oriented 
correctly – tighten center bolt/nut when everything is lined up 

(you will see once 
assembled why the front 
wrap had to go on first – 
the 2nd leaf goes all the 
way up to the eyelet and 
won’t give room to shoe-
horn the wrap on) 



Take the thinner (3 leaf) wrap and shoe-horn it around the main 
spring leaf at the rear eyelet – use tape liberally to protect 

painted surfaces 



The wraps have been engineered to maximize the amount of 
pre-bend for you – but they will be a snuggle fit going down the 
spring leafs – carefully wiggle down the assembly to the open 

spot in the large rubber liner 



When in position – insert the rubber cushion on the top 
side of the main spring – set wrap in the groove 



Protect the painted surface just to the rear of the back wrap 
location with tape & a “cushion”.  C-clamp the leafs together 

tightly 

Make c-clamp 
“cushions” from 
cut up paint 
sticks.  I also used 
an old body putty 
spreader that 
you will see later.  
(Prep these 
before getting 
started) 



Put tape on the sides of the wrap and then use “cushions” and c-
clamp the sides tight together while making sure the flat back 

surface is tight to the spring – draw this very tight. 



Put tape on the top and bottom of the wrap to prep for 
the draw down of the “tang” side of the wrap 



Using some tough plastic cushions, draw down the “tang” side of 
the wrap – I had to use adjustable jaw pliers – get it to bend 

down as flat as possible – it will spring back a little. 



By now it’s getting busy.  Using cushions, c-clamp the top and 
bottom on the “tang” side out of the way of last folding piece. 



The square hole side will need tapped down over the tang with a 
hammer.  Use a block of wood and a plastic cushion if possible to 

keep from marring it.  Tap it down as tight as possible 

NOTE:  the last 
fold will want to 
bend at the 
square opening – 
tap as much as 
possible behind 
that to get a clean 
fold that is as tight 
as possible to the 
spring. In the 
corner. 



Lastly, use the block of wood and hammer to fold over the tang 
as tight as you possibly can.  The stainless will spring back a little 
and won’t go completely closed, but if the folds are tight in the 

corners – it will hold the springs closed – some force will be 
needed – get help to hold the spring assembly 



Release clamps one at a time, and remove the tape protection – 
your wrap might gap a fraction on the under side, but the top 
and the corners will fit tight and hold the spring.  Repeat the 

process on the 4 leaf wrap at the front end of the spring 


